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Finally!! Although I sometimes thought that this thesis was going to be a never ending story, it is almost finished. Strangely, I (yet) do not feel the enormous joy and relief I expected to feel when writing these words. However, I am glad that I can start with words of thanks to all people who have made this project possible and endurable.

First of all I want to thank my supervisor Rob van Soest, who worked out the idea of studying sponge/coral interactions in the first place and succeeded in getting the project funded. Rob, despite our "large distance relation" with lack of e-mail contact, vary bad fax and telephone connections in Colombia and our disagreement about some points during this project, I appreciate your moral and scientific support and above all your trust in me. I am also very grateful for the hundreds of sponge samples you identified; otherwise I would still be sitting behind the microscope searching for spicules. I also thank Rolf Bak for his enthusiasm, his numerous useful suggestions and for critically reading all my manuscripts, leaving me most of the times desolate with papers black with remarks. However, after rewriting it always felt good to notice the improvement.

I am indebted to the Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research (WOTRO) for their financial support (W84-342). Additional funding was obtained from the Netherlands Royal Academy of Science (KNAW), the University of Amsterdam, STIR, Bekker-La Bastide Fund and Dr. Christine Buisman Fund. Jean Claude Braekman of the University of Brussels kindly provided his laboratory facilities while learning me the techniques of sponge evaporation.

The first three years of my fieldwork ('92-'95) I stayed in Santa Marta, Colombia, working at the institute INVEMAR. Before being able to start working I had to go through a lot of paperwork (visa, customs, etc.). The advice, help and support of Margriet Kielman were invaluable. Only later I realised what it must have meant to you to spend so much of your time with us in all those offices!! Leonor Botero, the director of the institute INVEMAR, very kindly provided me with all the facilities I needed for which I am very grateful. I want to thank Sven Zea for all our discussions on sponges and corals and for identifying sponges or verifying my sponge identifications. The fieldtrips with José Gonzalez were always a pleasure. José, para mi el mejor recuerdo de mi estado en INVEMAR son las salidas juntos, especialmente los de Chenque y Gairaca, pescando y disfrutando los peces durante mi tiempo de decompression. I also want to thank the following persons (forgive me when I don"t mention the last name) who each contributed to a pleasant and fruitful

The last year of my fieldwork I stayed at CARMABI on Curacao. Here I want to thank Walter Bakhuis for the facilities, Brian Leysner for the practical help, Swinda Sambre for all telephone calls, mail and computer usage, Egbert Lauff for the finances, Dolfi Debrot for his enthusiasm and discussions and last but not least Oscar Frans and Frank Isabella for their help and company during the fieldtrips.

I am very grateful to Jan Vermeulen and Gerard Nieuwland who always helped me with all kinds of practical problems when I was on the other side of the ocean.

During the two years of data processing, when my contract had officially ended my partner Peter and I travelled two times up and down from Curacao to Texel. This was because of projects of Peter. Even though my project was officially finished, the staff of CARMABI always let me use the facilities. On Texel, the staff of NIOZ very kindly provided facilities and a place to stay. Rolf and Gerard, thanks for backing me up.

While working on this project in the field or behind the computer I often felt very frustrated. Fortunately a lot of colleagues, friends and relatives helped me, each in their own way, to overcome this feeling. I want to thank Yvonne and Philip Aarts, Huub Aerts, Hanneke Aerts and Frans Coenen, Tilma Aerts and Ynze Boonstra, Loes en Peter van Aspert, Edwin and Gudy van Egmond, Gert-Jan Gast, Harry and Maria de Graaf, Wies Heijster and Piet van Heeswijk, Miek and Hans Jimmink, Jaap Kaandorp, Pien and Willy Kemps, Peter Lock, Jaap van der Meer, Ivan Nagelkerken and Marianne Wiltjer, Katja Phillipart and Mardik Leopold, Leon Pors, Justine van Rooij and Bill, Manfred van Veghel, Frank van der Wolf, Trudy Willemsen. A special thanks goes to Mario de Kluijver with whom I spent days and nights discussing sponge/coral interactions, while drinking beer and eating peanuts. Remember Mario that this resulted in the first publication of this project! Erik Meesters kept on appearing everywhere, in Colombia, on Curacao and on Texel. During these years a lot happened to both of us and although we were most of the time worlds apart, our friendship remained. Some of your comments always stayed in my mind and sometimes pulled me through.

The contributions of the students David Kooistra, Raquel Gomez and Sander Scheffers were very valuable for my thesis. I would like to thank all three of them for dedication, enthusiasm and friendship.
Lots of love and thanks goes to my parents who, during all these years, supported me with letters, phone calls, faxes and visits and who took care of a lot of administration and paperwork.

Well, finally the most important person to thank. Peter, just a thanks is not enough. Although I sometimes thought I had a hard time, for you it was even more difficult. Always depending on my project, moving from Holland to Colombia to Curaçao and to Holland again. Each time searching for a structure to work, starting all over again in a new place. And besides your own work and responsibilities you always had to endure my selfishness and singlemindedness with regard to my project. Peter, I know it sometimes was a very hard time for both of us. But writing these words I feel that we managed to fight most difficulties and that we both came out stronger!!
During the two years of data processing, when my contract had officially ended, my partner Peter and I travelled two times up and down from Gorgora de Texel. This was because of projects of Peter. Even though my project was officially finished, the staff of CARMA always let me use the facilities. On Texel, the staff of RINZ very kindly provided facilities and a place to stay, Rolf and Gerard, thank you for making me feel at home.

While working on this project in the field or behind the computer, I often felt very frustrated. Fortunately, a lot of colleagues, friends and relatives helped me, each in their own way, to overcome this feeling. I want to thank Yvonne and Philip Aarts, Huib Aerts, Harrieke Aarts and Pieter Over, Tillaart Aerts and Yvonne Broersma, Loes en Piet van Asport, Edwin and Gudy van Egmond, Gert-Jan Gast, Henry and Marta de Graaf, Vinke Heijstek and Piet van Heeswijk, Miek and Hans Janmink, Jaap Kaandorp, Piem and Wally Kemps, Peter Lock, Jaap van der Mee, Ivan Nagelskam and Marianne Wilger, Katja Philips and Willie Laquint, Lex van Pots, Justin van Rob, and Michelle van Veld. Frank van der Wolf, Roel Wolmersma. A special thanks goes to Marin de Kuyser with whom I spent days and nights discussing experimental interactions, while drinking beer and eating dinner. Furthermore, Marin was there when I reported in the first publication of this project.

Huib Aarts and Gerard Stelkens were very helpful during these two years, and although we were most of the time in different places, we always stayed in touch by phone.